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Programme 2
18 January                                                 by Bernagh Brims
The second programme about colour, introducing rainbows and some colour �sayings�.

Story  Joseph and His Coat of Many Colours

Songs   Sing A Rainbow  
  (for words and music see previous programme �The Rainbow Fairies�)

   Ride on a Rainbow

chorus   I took a ride on a rainbow,
   Went to see the Colour King and Queen.
   They asked me in to tea,
   And said to me,
   Please choose the nicest colour you can see.
   So I stopped��
   And I looked��
   And I thought��

verse 1   Green is the colour of the swings in the park,
   Of lime juice, and cat�s eyes that shine in the dark
   Frogs can be green, so can leaves on trees,
   Spinach is green, so are garden peas.

chorus   I took a ride on a rainbow���������.

verse 2   Red is a colour that�s easy to see,
   My blood is red when I cut my knee,
   Cars can be red and Þ re engines of course,
   Strawberries are red, and tomato sauce.

chorus    I took a ride on a rainbow���������

verse 3   Blue is the colour of cloudless skies,
   A police patrol car has a blue ß ashing light.
   On a warm summer day, the sea can look blue,
   Some sweets are that colour, and medicine too.

chorus   I took a ride on a rainbow���������

verse 4   Brown is the colour of sand on the shore,
   It�s hard work to polish a brown wooden ß oor.
   Water looks brown in a pond or a lake,
   Coffee is brown, so is chocolate cake.
       By David Moses
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  Joseph�s Coat  (extract)

Joseph, he was Jacob�s fav�rite son,
Of all the family Joseph was the special one,
So Jacob bought his son a coat.
A multi-coloured coat to wear.
Joseph�s coat was elegant, the cut was Þ ne,
The tasteful style was the ultimate in good design,
And this is why it caught the eye;
A king would stop and stare,
And when Joseph tried it on
He knew his sheepskin days were gone,
Such a dazzling coat of many colours.
How he loved his coat of many colours.
In a class above the rest,
It even went well with his vest,
Such a stunning coat of many colours,
How he loved his coat of many colours,
It was red and yellow and green and brown and blue.
Joseph�s brothers weren�t too pleased with what they saw
They had never liked him all that much before,
And now his coat had got their goat,
They felt life was unfair,
And when Joseph graced the scene
His brothers turned a shade of green,
His astounding clothing took the biscuit,
Quite the smoothest person in the district,
He looked handsome, he looked smart,
He was a walking work of art,
Such a dazzling coat of many colours,
It was red and yellow and green and brown,
And scarlet and black and ochre and peach,
And ruby and olive and violet and fawn,
And lilac and gold and chocolate and mauve,
And cream and crimson and silver and rose,
And azure and lemon and russet and grey,
And purple and white and pink and orange and blue. 

        Tim Rice

After the programme

words for discussion:-  spectrum; indigo; servant.

In addition to any of the suggestions following the previous programme The Rainbow
Fairies:-

-   Learn the colours of the rainbow
-   Paint a rainbow or make a rainbow banner to hang across the classroom, with the colours
    labelled and in correct sequence.
-   Learn and discuss some �colour sayings� e.g. to feel blue, be green with envy, to be yellow,
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 to be in the pink, in a brown study, to have green Þ ngers, to be red with anger.

Some rainbow facts:

-   The light from the sun looks white, but is really made of the colours of the spectrum � red,
     orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo and violet.  Mixed together they appear to be white.
-   To see a rainbow you must be between the sun and the rain.
-   The sun shines on the falling raindrops which each reß ect back one colour at a time, 
    depending on how high they are.  You see the white light separated into the seven colours
    of the spectrum.  If the raindrops are large the colours will be very bright and clear.  If they
    are small the colours will be dim and misty.
-   Rainbows can be seen in waterfalls or in the spray from a garden hose.
-   Sometimes you can see a second paler rainbow above the Þ rst.  The colours in this one
    are reversed (red at the bottom instead of the top).

Northern Ireland Curriculum

English

Talking and Listening: Pupils should have opportunities to: explore stories, poems and
    songs, recreating parts of them in art, drama, and other 
    expressive activities.

Writing:   Experiment with words.

Reading:   Pupils should develop the ability to: talk with the teacher about    
   the ways in which language is written down, identifying     
   phrases, words, patterns of letters and other features of written

    language.
Science

Living Things:  
Ourselves:   Pupils should be given opportunities to: observe seasonal 
    changes and talk about how these affect themselves.

Animals and Plants:  Discuss the use of colour in the natural environment 
    (e.g. animal camouß age)

Carrying out and making: Make observations using their senses making observations
    noting similarities and differences.

Materials:
Properties:   Explore the properties of materials including shape, colour,   

   texture and behaviour.

Physical Processes:
Light:    Explore the use of light including colour in relation to road 
    safety.
Design
Materials, Tools
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and Processes:  Pupils should have opportunities to: experiment with paint; 
    develop an awareness of colour e.g. by being able to recognise   

   colours and how they might be mixed.

Maths

Handling Data:  Pupils should have opportunities to: sort everyday objects and
    talk about the reasons for sorting; collect data and record it.

Cross-Curricular Links

Programme 3

PPROGRAMME 2

ENGLISH
colour 'sayings'

ART & DESIGN
make a rainbow
banner

MUSIC
learn the Rainbow
song

SCIENCE
how rainbows are
formed
light
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